Tissue dissection, lesion grade measurement, and pathological diagnosis. The tongues of mice were dissected immediately after cervical dislocation. Gross lesions were identified and photographed,
and visible cancerous lesions on the tongues were counted for the multiplicity (number of lesions per mouse) examination with a 8 magnification. The severity of gross lesions on the tongues was quantified by a grading system that included 0 (no lesion), 1 (mild lesion), 2 (intermediate lesion), 3 (severe lesion), and 4 (most severe lesion), respectively, and the average grades from different treatment groups were used for the analyses of the tongue lesions. Mouse tongues were cut longitudinally. One part of the tongue was fixed in freshly made 4% paraformaldehyde overnight at 4°C, embedded in paraffin, and sectioned into 7-m sections. Entire one part of each tongue was immediately snap frozen and stored at -70°C before RNA extraction. The histological diagnosis of squamous neoplasia was performed by a pathologist (T.S.) on the hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) stained, sectioned tissue samples. The lesions observed were classified into three types: epithelial hyperplasia; dysplasia (mild, moderate, and severe); and squamous cell carcinoma (SCC), as described previously [11, 22] .
RNA-seq analysis of mRNA transcriptome. Representative tongue samples were chosen for the RNA-seq analysis. The extraction of total cellular RNA from mouse tissues was carried out using the RNeasy kit (Qiagen). Subsequent RNA preparation steps were carried out at the Genomics Resources Core Facility of WCMC. RNA integrity was measured using the Agilent 2100 BioAnalyzer (Agilent Technologies). Samples with RNA integrity number (RIN) values of 10 were used to construct cDNA libraries. mRNA was purified by using pre-prepared Sera-mag Magnetic Oligo(dT) Beads from Illumina Inc. (San Diego, CA), subjected to thermal fragmentation, and reverse transcribed to first strand cDNA. Following the removal of mRNA strands by RNaseH, first strand cDNAs were used as templates to produce double strand cDNAs, and the overhangs resulting from fragmentation were repaired to blunt ends. An 'A' base was added to the 3' end of cDNAs and subsequently the cDNAs were ligated to Illumina paired end (PE) adaptors that have a single 'T' base overhang at their 3' end.
The cDNA-adaptor libraries were purified and enriched by 15 cycles of PCR. The enriched libraries were hybridized to a flow cell and amplified, resulting in ultra-high density flow cells with millions of clusters, each containing about 1,000 copies of the templates. The double stranded cDNA-adaptors were denatured and converted into single strand DNA, and then the template cDNAs were amplified one more time isothermally to produce surface-bound colonies. The clonal DNA clusters were linearized, free 3' OH ends blocked, denatured, hybridized to sequencing primers, and sequenced. and UNT(L), the 4-NQO induced tongue tumors and untreated tongues, respectively, at a time point of
